In this article, we study "questionable representations" of (partial or total) orders, introduced in our previous article "A class of orders with linear? time sorting algorithm". A "question" is the first difference between two sequences (with ordinal index) of elements of orders. In finite width "questionable representations" of an order O, comparison can be solved by looking at the "question" that compares elements of a finite order O ′ . A corollary of a theorem by Cantor (1895) is that all countable total orders have a binary (width 2) questionable representation.
Introduction
In this article, we study "questionable representations" of (partial or total) orders, introduced in our previous article "A class of orders with linear? time sorting algorithm" (Lyaudet (2018) ). A "question" is the first difference between two sequences (with ordinal index) of elements of orders. In a finite width "questionable representation" of an order O, comparison can be solved by looking at the "question" that compares elements of a finite order O ′ . A corollary of a theorem by Cantor (1895) is that all countable total orders have a binary (width 2) questionable representation.
Section 2 contains most of the definitions and notations used in this article. In section 3, we extend a result of Cantor to all total orders.
Definitions and notations
Throughout this article, we use the following definitions and notations. O denotes an order (it may be either a partial, or a total/linear order), in particular O 0,1 denotes the binary total order where 0 < 1. We denote Domain(O), the domain of the order O (for example, Domain(O 0,1 ) = {0, 1}). We write x < y, and x > y as usual to express the order between two elements; we also write x ∼ y when two elements are incomparable in the partial order considered. O i denotes a sequence of orders indexed by the ordinal i, i = L(O i ) is the length of O i , in particular O 0,1 ω = (O 0,1 ) ω denotes the sequence of binary orders repeated a countable number of times, ω is its length. Given two ordinals i < j, and a sequence of orders O j , we denote O j [i] = O i , the item of rank i in the sequence (the ranks start at 0). The reader might know Von Neumann's construction of the ordinals (an ordinal can be seen as a set that contains exactly all ordinals that are strictly before it, the 0th ordinal is the empty set), in which case we can consider that i ∈ j ⇔ i < j. We also use this notation, for example in O i = (O j ) j ∈ i . While ordinals are frequently denoted by greek letters, we will try to keep using i, j, k, l for this purpose, so that it recalls finite indices to the reader.
We denote Inv(O), the inverse order of O; for example, Inv(O 0,1 ) = O 1,0 is the order on 0 and 1 where 1 < 0. We also denote Inv (O i 
, ∀k ∈ i. By convention, there is a unique sequence of orders of length 0 O 0 ; it has only one element denoted ǫ (the empty word). O 0 is a prelude sequence of any other order sequence. We try to avoid confusion by distinguishing element
is the first and second (order-)item of O 3 . Given two ordinals i < j, and an element/word X of O j , we denote X[i] = x i , the (element-)item of rank i in the sequence (the ranks start at 0). We can say that the element/word X = 002 contains element-items Compatible elements are easily converted into comparable elements. Indeed, both element-items at the same rank in the two elements may be compared, since they belong to the domain of the same order-item. 
Definition 2.3 (Question). Given two compatible elements X, Y of sequences of orders
Lemma 2.4. Let S be a set of compatible order sequences, then there exists an order sequence O j of which all order sequences of S are preludes.
Proof :
By definition of compatible sequences, it is clear that for any ordinal i, there is at most one sequence of length i in S. Since S is a set, there exists an ordinal j such that all sequences of S have length less than j (because the class of all ordinals is not a set). Let j be the smallest such ordinal (because ordinals are well-ordered).
• If j is a successor ordinal, ∀i ∈ j − 1, • If j is a limit ordinal, ∀i ∈ j,
, and O i exist. Let us denote O j , the sequence of all O i . It is clear again that O j satisfies that all order sequences of S are preludes of it. Definition 2.5 (Next partial order). Given two ordinals i < j, and a sequence of orders 
Strict binary questionable representations for total orders
In this section, we give an affirmative answer to Open problem 6.6 in Lyaudet (2018) . Let O be a total order of cardinal ℵ. Since α(ℵ) is an ordinal of cardinal ℵ, by Zermelo's axiom, we consider a bijection f between Domain(O) and Domain(α(ℵ)) (this bijection does not respect order; it maps any element of Domain(O) to an ordinal strictly less than α(ℵ)). This bijection is easily extended to a bijection g between the set Domain(O) × {0, 1} and the set Domain(2 × α(ℵ)). In order that any element of O is associated to two consecutive ordinals in 2 × α(ℵ).
We will now consider the sequence of total orders O 0,1 2×α(ℵ) that we will order partially with
The idea is simply to associate two bits of information to each element of O. One of the bits will be set to 0 on the element and all previous elements that are less than it, and set to 1 on all previous elements that are more than it; and the other bit will be set to 1 on the element and all previous elements that are more than it, and set to 0 on all previous elements that are less than it.
We now proceed by transfinite induction. Our induction hypothesis at ordinal rank j is that:
• For any ordinal 0 < i ≤ j, the first i elements of O (the elements with rank at least 0 and less than i), according to the bijection f , were associated to elements of O 0,1 2×i such that order on these associated elements given by Next matches the suborder of O on these first i elements. (Any two associated elements have a question since O is a total order.) We denote w i the current "word-function" that associates these elements of O 0,1 2×i to the first i elements of O.
• Moreover, our induction hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that for any ordinals i ≤ j and r < 2 × i, and for any element x among the first i elements of O, we have
(The word associated to any element of O is progressively lengthened as the induction progresses, but without modifying its beginning.)
This two requirements are our induction hypothesis. The proof using this induction hypothesis follows.
• The induction hypothesis is trivially true for j = 1, since we associate the word 10 to the first element (10 denotes item-element 1 followed by item-element 0, it does not denote the number ten). Without loss of generality, we also "add" two elements to the order O: one element m which is less than all other elements of O, and one element M which is more than all other elements of O. m is initially associated to the word 00, whilst M is initially associated to the word 11. (In fact, only one of m or M is needed for the proof.) • Let i + 1 be a successor ordinal, and let x be the (i + 1)th element (element with ordinal rank i). Assume, by induction, that the first i elements of O (elements with ordinal rank strictly less than i), according to the bijection f , were associated to elements of O 0,1 2×i such that order on these associated elements given by Next matches the suborder of O on these first i elements. Let Down(x) (resp. Up(x)) be all elements among the first i elements of O that are less (resp. more) than x. Then, first we extend the words of length 2 × i associated to the first i elements into words of length 2 × (i + 1) by concatenating 00 (resp. 11) to all elements in Down(x) (resp. Up(x)). Since all these elements have a question, the order between them is not changed. Let w i+1 be the extended "word-function" that associates these elements of O 0,1 2×(i+1) to the first i elements of O. We now associate to x a word of length 2×i as follow: Let us define w i (x) = Min y∈Up(x) (w i (y)) the word where the digit at rank r is the minimum between all digits at rank r in the words {w i (y), y ∈ Up(x)}. (The minimum at each rank is well defined since there is only two possible values and we have the element M ∈ Up(x).) It is clear that if w i (x) has a question with w i (y), for some y ∈ Up(x), then this question orders x so that it is less than y. If we now turn our attention to Down(x), assume for a contradiction that w i (x) has a question with w i (y), for some y ∈ Down(x) and that question orders x < y. Let j be the rank of the question between x and y. Let z ∈ Up(x) be such that the digit of w(z) at rank j, denoted by w i (z) [j] , equals the digit of w i (x) at rank j, denoted by w i (x) [j] . (Such a z exists by definition of w i (x).) z must have a question at rank k, before rank j, with y, such that y < z.
, there is also a question between x and y, such that x > y, at rank k. A contradiction. If
We can repeat the argument with z ′ and k instead of z and j, we obtain a new question at rank k ′ before k, and obtain either a contradiction or a z ′′ and a k ′′ , etc. We are guaranteed to obtain a contradiction after a finite number of steps because ordinals are well-ordered and j, k, k ′ , k ′′ ... are a strictly decreasing sequence of ordinal ranks. Thus, either the order between x and Down(x) is preserved, or w i (x) is incomparable with some w i (y), y ∈ Down(x). We then extend w i (x) into a word w i+1 (x) of length 2×(i+1) by concatenating 10 at the end. It is clear that all elements that already had a question with w i (x) still have the same question with w i+1 (x) and are ordered likewise. It is also clear that all elements that did not have a question with w i (x) now have a question on one of the last two bits of w i+1 (x), and that question orders w i+1 (x) ∈ {w i+1 (x)} ∪ {w i+1 (y), y ∈ Up(x)} ∪ {w i+1 (y), y ∈ Down(x)} exactly the same way that x was ordered in O.
• Let j be a limit ordinal. Assume, by induction, that for any ordinal i < j, the first i elements of O, according to the bijection f , were associated to elements of O 0,1 2×i such that order on these associated elements given by Next matches the suborder of O on these first i elements. Since j is a limit ordinal, for any element y among the first j elements of O (elements with rank at least 0 and strictly less than j), y is also an element among the first k < j elements of O. We do not have new elements to consider. According to the fact that the word-functions never contradict themselves, for any element y among the first j elements, we can define a word w j (y) such that, for any ordinal r < j = 2 × j,
(ranks of the digits start at 0 and are strictly less than the length of the word). Clearly w j (y) does not contradict previous word-functions for y. Since for any two elements y, z among the first j elements, there is some ordinal k < j such that w k (y) and w k (z) have a question that orders them like y and z are ordered in O, it is now clear that w j (y) and w j (z) have the same question and thus the order is still preserved. This completes the proof by transfinite induction.
As we noted in our previous article, questionable representations are well-ordered representations and it is surprising that any total order admits a well-ordered representation.
We remark that our theorem is not "space efficient". Indeed, ω + 1 length is sufficient to represent the order of the real numbers between 0 and 1, altough that order is not countable. With our theorem, we need the first ordinal of cardinal c (the cardinality of the continuum), this ordinal is at least ω 1 , the first uncountable ordinal. Since the width of the obtained questionable representation can not be improved, it leaves the following open problem.
Open problem 3.2. Can the length of the questionable representation obtained in Theorem 3.1 be improved?

Total questionable representations for partial orders
In this section, we study Open problem 6.7 in Lyaudet (2018) . We first note that, thanks to Theorem 3.1, a partial order O admits a total questionable representation if and only if it admits a binary total questionable representation, since we can replace any "digit" over some order of cardinal more than two with the equivalent word given by the theorem. These digit replacements do not change the fact that the word is ordinal indexed.
We also note that we can assume without loss of generality that the partial order O does not contain elements that are incomparable with all other elements. Indeed, words that are prefix of each other are incomparable and thus, we can encode any globally incomparable element with a distinct sequence of zeros. All these sequences of zeros are incomparable, and they admit the existence of a sequence of zeros s that is longer than any of these sequences. If we obtained a questionable representation for O without the globally incomparable elements, we can extend it by prefixing any obtained word with s, and associating any globally incomparable element with its distinct sequence of zeros.
We remark that if O has a total questionable representation, then it is also the case for any suborder of O. We will try to prove a reciprocal over finite suborders: if all finite suborders of O have a total questionable representation, then O has also a total questionable representation. This approach will fail, but we will gain structural information from it.
We recall that an antichain of an order is a set of pairwise incomparable elements. A maximal antichain is an antichain that cannot be extended further (because for any element outside of the antichain, some element in this antichain is ordered with it).
Since we consider total questionable representations, two elements are not ordered if and only if they do not have a question if and only if one is the prefix of the other. After these remarks, we can list small partial orders that admit or not a total questionable representation.
• With one or two elements, we only have globally incomparable elements. These partial orders do admit a total questionable representation.
• With three elements, thanks to Remark 2.11, there is only one partial order to consider: O = ({a, b, c}, {a < b, c < b}). We also have a positive answer by associating w(a) = 0, w(b) = 1, w(c) = 00.
• With four elements, we have the following orders to consider (we present them with increasing number of levels; this number is the minimal number of antichains that cover the order; it will make sense if you draw the directed graph representing each order; when there is only one level, all elements are incomparable; when the number of levels equals the finite cardinal of the order, it is a total order; it leaves us only 2 or 3 levels for partial orders of cardinal 4):
We have a positive answer by associating w(a) = 0, w(b) = 1, w(c) = 00, w(d) = 000. The same applies to Inv(O).
-O = ({a, b, c, d}, {a < b, c < d}). By symmetry, without loss of generality, we may assume that a is a prefix of c. But then, since b is more than a, it has a question with a, and since a is a prefix of c, c has a question with b, and c is less than b, a contradiction. This case exhibits a fact that we can easily deduce: whenever two elements x, y are incomparable, then one is the prefix of the other, and either all elements less (resp. more) than x are less (resp. more) than y, or all elements less (resp. more) than y are less (resp. more) than x. It has the consequence that the orders that admit a total questionable representations are connected (in terms of the corresponding directed graph that models the partial order) if we forget the elements that are incomparable with all other elements. (Only one connected component may be of cardinality more than one.) For this case, O = Inv(O) (these orders are isomorphic).
-O = ({a, b, c, d}, {a < b, c < d, c < b}) = Inv(O). We added the relation c < b that was missing for previous case. However, it is not enough because this time a and d are incomparable but they both are in distinct levels (antichains), and they both have an order relation that the other does not have. This case exhibits another fact that we can easily deduce: if we consider two antichains (of size at least 2; the following affirmation is true but trivial for size 1) A, B of a partial order such that each element of A is ordered with at least one element of B and each element of B is ordered with at least one element of A, then either all elements of A are less than all elements of B, or all elements of A are more than all elements of B.
(Indeed, otherwise, there would be a ∈ A, b ∈ B that are incomparable, or there would be a, a . This case exhibits the fact that if some element is incomparable with two elements that are ordered, then it is a prefix of both elements. This was the last order on 3 levels to consider.
This case study gave us the two following necessary conditions:
(i) Whenever two elements x, y are incomparable, then either all elements less (resp. more) than x are less (resp. more) than y, or all elements less (resp. more) than y are less (resp. more) than x.
(ii) If we consider two antichains A, B of a partial order such that each element of A is ordered with at least one element of B (which is the case if B is a maximal antichain), and each element of B is ordered with at least one element of A (which is the case if A is a maximal antichain), then either all elements of A are less than all elements of B, or all elements of A are more than all elements of B.
If (i) is not satisfied, then there are x, y, z, t, such that x ∼ y, x ∼ z, y ∼ t, x ∼ t, y ∼ z. (x < z, y < z or x > z, y > z would not be a contradiction; x < z, y > z or x > z, y < z would imply that x ∼ y. The same applies with t instead of z.) Thus we have a finite obstruction isomorphic to order
) (use graph theory, count the number of possible edges/arcs and compare with the list of orders of cardinal 4, comparing the degrees of the vertices is sufficient to distinguish between the remaining orders with the same number of edges). These are our first and second finite obstructions. If (ii) is not satisfied, then there are x ∈ A, y ∈ B, such that x ∼ y (first case), or there are x ∈ A, y ∈ B, z ∈ A, t ∈ B, such that x < y, z > t (second case).
• If there are x ∈ A, y ∈ B, such that x ∼ y, we also have
• If there are x ∈ A, y ∈ B, z ∈ A, t ∈ B, such that x < y, z > t, we also have x ∼ z, y ∼ t. If x < t, then x < z, a contradiction. If x > t, then t < y, a contradiction. Thus x ∼ t. If y < z, then x < z, a contradiction. If y > z, then t < y, a contradiction. Thus y ∼ z. Again, we have a finite obstruction O obs1 .
Since we have the same obstructions, we proved the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. For an order O, the following properties are equivalent:
(i) Whenever two elements x, y ∈ O are incomparable, then either all elements less (resp. more) than x are less (resp. more) than y, or all elements less (resp. more) than y are less (resp. more) than x.
( 
Proof: It is easy to prove this lemma by demonstrating that all properties (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are equivalent to (v) . When studying the partial orders of cardinal 4, we observed that:
• the negation of (v) implies the negation of (i);
• the negation of (v) implies the negation of (ii);
• similarly, we can observe that the negation of (v) implies the negation of (iii), and it implies the negation of (iv).
Just above the lemma, we proved that:
• the negation of (i) implies the negation of (v);
• the negation of (ii) implies the negation of (v);
• similarly, we can observe that since (iii) and (iv) are subcases of (ii), then the negation of (iii) (resp. (iv)) implies the negation of (ii) that implies the negation of (v).
In the rest of this article, we will say that an order has property (itov) if it has the 5 equivalent properties of previous lemma. (We do not have a clever name to propose for this property.) Property (itov) is necessary to obtain a total questionable representation, but it is not sufficient. Indeed, we remarked how we could deal with globally incomparable elements by adding words of zeros as prefix of all other words. This approach can be extended by proceeding step by step, at each step considering all elements that have a set of neighbours (elements more or less than it) that is minimal for inclusion among all elements that have not yet been processed. Clearly the first step deals with globally incomparable elements (if there are some). However, the "minimal for inclusion" is not always defined. We could have an infinite decreasing chain of such elements.
For example, if we consider the positive integers ordered as usual and we add one copy of each positive integer to this order, such that a "copy-integer" of integer i is less than integers more than i and incomparable with integers at most i, and any copy-integer is incomparable to any other copy-integer. It is not hard to see that this example has property (itov) since it does not contain one of the two finite obstructions.
(You can also remark that two elements are incomparable if and only if at least one of them is a copyinteger. If both are, clearly the directed neighbourhood (taking into account the order) of the copy-integer of i contains the directed neighbourhood of the copy-integer of j when i < j. If we observe the integer i and the copy-integer of j that are incomparable, then i ≤ j and again the directed neighbourhood of the integer i contains the directed neighbourhood of the copy-integer of j. )
Clearly, when the directed neigbourhood of some element x is included in the directed neighbourhood of an incomparable element y ∼ x, then the word associated to x must be a prefix of the word associated to y. Thus an ever decreasing chain of such neigbourhoods implies that we have an infinite chain of always smaller prefixes, which is impossible since we consider words indexed by ordinals.
Note that the contrapositive of property (i) is that when the directed neighbourhoods of two elements are not ordered by inclusion, then these two elements are ordered. (The reciprocal of the contrapositive, namely that when two elements are ordered then their directed neighbourhoods are not ordered by inclusion, is always true.) Definition 4.2 (Neighbourhood order of an order). Given an order O, the neighbourhood order of O, denoted by NeBOr(O), is defined as follow: 
Proof :
We consider the bijection f between Domain(O) = Domain(NeBOr(O)) and Domain(α(NeBOr(O))) This bijection is easily extended to a bijection g between the set Domain(O) × {0, 1} and the set Domain(2 × α(NeBOr(O))). In order that any element of O is associated to two consecutive ordinals in 2 × α(NeBOr(O)).
We will now consider the sequence of total orders O 0,1 2×α(NeBOr(O)) that we will order partially with
The idea is simply to associate two bits of information to each element of O. One of the bits will be set to 0 on the element and all later elements that are less than it, and set to 1 on all later elements that are more than it; and the other bit will be set to 1 on the element and all later elements that are more than it, and set to 0 on all later elements that are less than it. Let x be the (i + 1)th element (element with ordinal rank i). We associate to x a word of length
• the digit at rank 2 × r, r < i, is 0 if x is less than the (r + 1)th element, 1 otherwise.
• the digit at rank (2 × r) + 1, r < i, is 1 if x is more than the (r + 1)th element, 0 otherwise.
• the digit at rank 2 × i is 1.
• the digit at rank (2 × i) + 1 is 0.
Equivalently, grouping digits by pairs, we could say that w(x)[2 × i, (2 × i) + 1] = 10, and, for r < i, w(x)[2 × r, (2 × r) + 1] = 00 if x < f −1 (r), w(x)[2 × r, (2 × r) + 1] = 11 if x > f −1 (r). Now, we prove that Next(2, 2 × α(NeBOr(O)) + 1, O 0,1 2×α(NeBOr(O))+1 ) applied to the words {w(x), x ∈ Domain(O)} matches the partial order O.
Consider two elements x, y of O. Let i be the ordinal rank of x (x is the (i + 1)th element). Let j be the ordinal rank of y (y is the (j + 1)th element). Assume without loss of generality that j < i.
• If w(x) and w(y) does not have a question, in particular w(x)[2 × j] = w(y)[2 × j] = 1, and w(x)[(2 × j) + 1] = w(y)[(2 × j) + 1] = 0; by definition of these four digits, it implies that x and y are incomparable.
• We now consider the case when w(x) and w(y) does have a question. If the question is at rank 2 × j or at rank (2 × j) + 1 by definition of these four digits, it implies that x and y are ordered exactly as w(x) and w(y) are ordered by Next. If the question is at rank 2 × k or at rank (2 × k) + 1, for some k < j, let z be the (k + 1)th element; by definition of these four digits, we have the following cases to consider: -x ∼ z and y ∼ z, in that case w( . Thus either we observe that w(x) < Next w(z), w(x) < Next w(y), w(z) < Next w(y), which implies by definition of these digits that x < z, z < y; by transitivity we have x < y and the order is preserved. Or we observe that w(z) < Next w(x), w(y) < Next w(x), w(y) < Next w(z), which implies by definition of these digits that z < x, y < z; by transitivity we have y < x and the order is preserved.
In all cases x and y are ordered exactly as w(x) and w(y) are ordered by Next.
The length of the questionable representation can not be improved in the previous theorem for orders of infinite cardinal. Indeed, we already observed that the words should be prefix of each others according to the order NeBOr(O). And, for any ordinal β of same cardinal than O, you can construct another order O ′ of same cardinal than O, such that NeBOr(O ′ ) contains an infinite ascending chain of length β. (Consider O ′ containing the ordinal β along with copy-elements such that each copy-element is only ordered with (more than) the elements of the ordinal β that are less than its "original value". The antichain of copyelements yields the desired chain in NeBOr(O ′ ) and it is easy to check that O ′ has property (itov).)
